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Before starting CJK-C2 editorial work, IRG should resolve some pending issues.

1. Errata Report Management
   As resolved by M24.8, IRG should establish a suitable method for recording and referring possible defects in the ISO/IEC 10646.

2. Establish use of IDS
   As resolved by M24.6, IRG has decided to adopt IDS scheme for the CJK C2 review. For this purpose, IRG needs to develop and prepare how to use IDS scheme.

   2.1 establish the procedure
   2.2 prepare tools and practice (not mandatory, for efficiency)
   2.3 trial use IDS scheme by member editors (as a training)
   2.4 converting all C1 characters into IDS representation

3. Refine the discussion result at the C1 development
   To keep new repertoire consistent with the CJK C1 and other existing repertoire, IRG should refine and dispose the result of discussion. Actually we sometimes saw that concluded items were reported again. To progress review work efficiently, IRG needs to manage such information with errata report to be used easily.

4. Future work plan
   By when will we submit candidates and finalize the development of Ext C2 ?
   Do we plan to develop another CJK repertoire beyond Ext C2 ?
   Rough estimations to above two questions on now might help us to decide how to progress the work.

(End of Report)